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ABSTRACT

The formulation and implementation of a digital transformation strategy (DTS) has become a key concern for many pre-digital organizations across traditional industries, but how such a strategy can be developed remains an open question. We used interpretive in-depth case study research to study how a European financial services provider has formulated and implemented a DTS. By focusing on the underlying processes and strategizing activities, we show that digital strategy making not only represents a break with the conventions of upfront strategic information systems (IS) planning, but reveals a new extreme of emergent strategy making. Specifically, we conclude that a DTS is continuously in the making, with no foreseeable end. By building on theory from IS strategizing and strategy-as-practice literature, we theorize an integrated process/activity model that characterizes DTS formulation and implementation in pre-digital organizations. Our model shows that the crafting of a DTS is a highly dynamic process involving iterating between learning and doing.

1. Introduction

The formulation and implementation of a digital transformation strategy (DTS) has become a key concern for many pre-digital organizations, given the transformative impacts of digital technologies on almost all aspects of an organization’s inner and outer environment. Pre-digital organizations are established companies belonging to traditional industries, such as retail, automotive, or financial services, that were financially successful in the pre-digital economy, but to which the digital economy poses an existential threat (Ross et al., 2016). Unlike born-digital organizations such as Alphabet, Amazon or Tencent, pre-digital organizations often need to change their entire organization, business model and processes as they adopt digital technologies (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Sebastian et al., 2017; Tumbas et al., 2017a). Digital technologies can transform an organization’s products, services, operations, and business models, as well as its competitive environment (Fichman et al., 2014; Hess et al., 2016; Lucas et al., 2013; Yoo et al., 2012).

For pre-digital organizations, digital transformation is a holistic form of business transformation enabled by information systems (IS) that is accompanied by fundamental economic and technological changes at both the organizational and industry-level (Besson and Rowe, 2012; Crowston and Myers, 2004; Venkatraman, 1994).

The introduction of a DTS is thus a response to the challenges of managing the growing landscape of digital initiatives and related infrastructures (Henfridsson and Bygstad, 2013). A DTS is supposed to coordinate, prioritize, and implement a pre-digital organization’s transformation efforts and, as a long-term objective, to govern its journey to achieve the desired future state of being digitally transformed (Matt et al., 2015). Its scope goes beyond the digitization of resources and involves the transformation of key structural
and organizational aspects, the use of advanced information technologies (IT) or aspects of value creation including key products and services, leading to adjusted or completely new business models (Kane et al., 2015). However, although DTS formulation and implementation is a key concern for many pre-digital organizations, it remains an open question how such a strategy can be developed. In a recent survey by SAP (2017) it was found that 84 percent of global companies regard digital transformation as critical to their survival in the next five years, yet only three percent have completed organization-wide transformation efforts.

Hence, the purpose of this paper is to theorize an integrated process/activity model showing how pre-digital organizations can develop a DTS. Our research question is: What processes and strategizing activities are underlying DTS formulation and implementation in pre-digital organizations? Our objective is in line with the shift in interest from deliberate managerial planning to emergent strategies (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985) in contemporary IS strategy research – leading to increased attention to informal planning processes and actual strategy making activities (Henfridsson and Lind, 2014; Marabelli and Galliers, 2017; Peppard et al., 2014; Teubner, 2013).

To answer our research question, we conducted an interpretive in-depth case study (Klein and Myers, 1999) of a mid-sized European financial services provider (AssetCo) over a period of approximately 12 months. We began our research project just as the organization was beginning to initiate DTS formulation and implementation, hence we were able to accompany its development from initiation to publication of the “final” version. Our theoretical model was developed by iterating between the empirical data, insights from our narrative analysis, and (IS) strategizing literature. We believe that our findings may be of interest to all those pre-digital organizations that are considering developing their own DTS.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we explain the study’s theoretical background. In Section 3 we describe the research method, the case selection, and the data collection and analysis process. In Section 4 we describe the case study. In Section 5 we theorize an integrated process/activity view on DTS formulation and implementation. The final section is the discussion and conclusions.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. A strategizing view on DTS formulation and implementation

A digital strategy is one that encompasses a “fusion view”, in which both the IS and business strategy are equated. In other words, there is no longer a clear distinction between business strategy and IS strategy (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Galliers, 2011; Mithas et al., 2013). Digital strategy is equally business-centric and technology-inspired (Sebastian et al., 2017; Yeow et al., 2018), and therefore differs from the understanding of IS strategy as the organizational perspective on the investment in, deployment, use, and management of IS (Chen et al., 2010; Teubner, 2013). Whereas a digital (business) strategy can be defined as an “… organizational strategy formulated and executed by leveraging digital resources to create differential value” (Bharadwaj et al., 2013, p. 472), a DTS seeks to provide insights about how such an organization-wide digital strategy might be developed and implemented (Hess et al., 2016; Matt et al., 2015). Of course, a DTS does not necessarily replace any former strategies, but most likely will need to be aligned with them.

In order to study the DTS formulation and implementation process and related activities, we adopt the concept of IS strategizing as a holistic approach. According to Marabelli and Galliers (2017, p. 1), IS strategizing is “… an established theorizing of how organizations engage in the on-going processes and practices of strategy making involving IS and IT.” IS strategizing research is increasingly informed by the emerging strategy-as-practice literature in business strategy research (Marabelli and Galliers, 2017), as for example seen in the special issue on strategy-as-practice by JSIS (Arvidsson et al., 2014; Henfridsson and Lind, 2014; Huang et al., 2014; Leonard and Higson, 2014; Peppard et al., 2014; Whittington, 2014) – which showed that linking both knowledge bodies can contribute rich insights on strategy making in IS contexts. The strategy-as-practice school understands strategy development as a social practice and considers strategizing activities from a micro-perspective (Jarzabkowski, 2005; Whittington, 1996). Strategizing research has “… an emphasis on the detailed processes and practices which constitute the day-to-day activities of organizational life and which relate to strategic outcomes” (Johnson et al., 2003, p. 3). Therefore, IS strategizing is regarded as the doing of IS strategy based on a process of goal-directed activities, such as deployment, management, or investment in IT, with the purpose of realizing IS-based strategies in organizations (Henfridsson and Lind, 2014; Karpovskyy et al., 2014).

One reason for the rise of IS strategizing is that it addresses several long-standing tensions in IS strategy research, such as the conflict between formal and informal approaches to strategy making (Marabelli and Galliers, 2017). This tension is reflected in the widely discussed distinction between strategy formulation and formation, mostly inspired by the work of Mintzberg (1978) (Sminia, 2009; Waema and Walsham, 1990; Walsham and Waema, 1994). Overall, the IS strategizing school pursues the idea of a coexistence of formal and informal approaches to strategy making, in line with Mintzberg and Waters’ (1985) canonical terminology regarding deliberate and emergent strategies that represent two ends of a continuum along which a realized strategy lies. Galliers (2007, 2009, 2011) has proposed an integrated framework for IS strategizing that explicitly takes up these ideas and creates a link between IS/IT exploitation (planned) and exploration (emergent) in organizational contexts. We suggest, therefore, that the concept of IS strategizing represents a promising theoretical anchor point for our study, since it provides us with a dedicated lens for studying the practice of digital strategy making.
2.2. Conceptual basis

Recently, Burgelman et al. (2018) have recommended a combinatory view that treats processes and activities underlying strategy formation as closely related. Their integrated “Strategy as Process and Practice” view is intended to overcome existing boundaries between both research communities which “… can now be seen as unhelpful as the earlier boundaries between strategy content and strategy process research traditions” (Burgelman et al., 2018, p. 533). This comment is not surprising, since strategy process and practice research have a similar objective “… that is to study the strategic events and activities in organizations” (Paroutis and Pettigrew, 2007, p. 101). Whereas process refers to a sequence of events that describe how strategies are shaped and implemented over time (Chakravarthy and Doz, 1992; van de Ven, 1992), practice considers the ongoing strategizing activity (i.e. praxis) by the actors involved in strategy making (i.e. practitioners) who use a variety of tools, norms, and procedures for their strategy work (i.e. practices) (Vaara and Whittington, 2012).

Using the combinatory view of Burgelman et al. (2018), we aim to study the temporarily recursive interplay between the realized strategy (i.e. the result of the strategy formation process that allows for both deliberate and emergent strategy) and strategizing episodes that can shape the former. This approach recognizes that “… the realized strategies of the past feed into the strategizing episodes in the present” (p. 541). Although strategy making oftentimes might be diffuse, Whittington (2006, p. 619) argues that “… a large part of it can be seen as taking place in more or less extended episodes or sequences of episodes”, such as strategy workshops, presentations, projects, or even simple informal exchanges. In the context of IS, episodes of strategizing activities can be understood as “… particular, time-bound and situated manifestations of the interplay between practices (including its material artefacts, such as IS/IT) and practitioners” (Tavakoli et al., 2017, p. 170).

With regard to the orientation of the strategy process and related strategizing activities in DTS formulation and implementation, we consider the duality of recursiveness and adaptation suggested by Jarzabkowski (2004) as characterizing the daily practice in strategy making (Paroutis and Pettigrew, 2007). Building on structuration theory (Giddens, 1984; Jones and Karsten, 2008; Orlikowski and Robey, 1991; Walsham, 2002), which sees agency and structure as mutually constitutive, the main idea is that those involved in strategy making have a choice between recursive ways of acting based on routines or developing adaptive approaches to strategy making that are open and creative. Strategy makers face a dilemma of having “… to reconcile the concurrent but conflicting needs for change and stability” (Jarzabkowski, 2004, p. 530). Recursiveness characterizes activities that are recurrent, habitual, or routinized; in practice, it emerges “… because of the need of agents for ontological safety, the routinized nature of interaction between agent and structure, and the existence of self-reinforcing structures” (Paroutis and Pettigrew, 2007, p. 103). Adaptation, on the other hand, comprises exploratory, transformative and creative approaches to formulating and implementing strategies. Thus, Jarzabkowski’s (2004) framework “… reflects the central notion of structuration that social structures reproduce certain practices in social action (recursivity), but are themselves transformed (or adapted) in social action” (Mantere, 2005, p. 159).

These theoretical underpinnings represent the starting point for our investigation of DTS formulation and implementation that we regard as inextricably interrelated (Mirabeau and Maguire, 2014). A DTS can be shaped through episodes of digital strategy making by actors who rely on recursive and/or adaptive practices. Our main objective is to theorize an integrated process/activity perspective on digital strategy making in pre-digital organizations – theorizing that builds on IS strategizing and is in line with the combinatory view described above.

3. Research method

We used interpretive in-depth case study research to study the process of DTS formulation and implementation. Since interpretive case study research seeks to understand both the context and process of IS, and how they influence each other (Walsham, 1993), we believe that this research method is appropriate for the study of DTS formulation and implementation. Interpretive case studies allow for the use of existing theories as a starting point, yet require “… a considerable degree of openness to the field data, and a willingness to modify initial assumptions and theories” (Walsham, 1995, p. 76). We followed the seven principles for interpretive field research as suggested by Klein and Myers (1999) (see the Appendix A).

3.1. Case selection and description

One important prerequisite for our study was to find an organization that had recently initiated a DTS but was at the very beginning of the digital transformation process. The organization we chose fitted this requirement. AssetCo (a pseudonym) is a mid-sized European financial services provider (between 500 and 1000 employees) and a wholly-owned subsidiary of a large, globally operating European bank (BankGroup). AssetCo was created in 2007 through a merger of two formerly independent subsidiaries of BankGroup, one with a focus on real estate, the other on leasing offers. AssetCo’s business involves tangible asset investments including real estate, infrastructure, renewable energy, and movables. The organization serves its private, commercial, and institutional clients through a variety of products, in particular public and closed funds, as well as tailored financing and leasing offers.

Towards the end of 2015, AssetCo’s top management decided to initiate a DTS. A new digital transformation unit (DTU) was established along with a new role called “Head of Digital Transformation” (HDT). In October 2016, AssetCo’s top management and the HDT agreed to form a research partnership with the first author (i.e. the field researcher).
3.2. Data collection

The data collection process was iterative, following the recommendations of Walsham (1995). Data collection took place over a period of approximately 12 months, from October 2016 to October 2017. Important data sources were semi-structured (formal) interviews as well as unstructured (informal) conversations (Myers and Newman, 2007). In line with the fundamental principle of the hermeneutic circle for interpretive field research (Klein and Myers, 1999), we identified and requested new interview partners successively during the research period, with the support of the HDT and based on our perceived need to capture further perspectives on AssetCo’s DTS. Those interviewed were members of the DTU, representatives of AssetCo’s top management and other stakeholders that are employed or contracted by AssetCo. In total, we interviewed 16 people that were involved with AssetCo’s DTS (see Table 1).

Some people were interviewed several times during the research process, and in addition there were several informal conversations. Whereas formal interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim, the informal conversations were performed without recording and documented by writing memos directly after the interaction – an important data collection strategy in the field suggested by Schultze (2000). Most interactions took place face-to-face on the premises of AssetCo, although some interactions were conducted over the phone. Total interaction duration was 29.8 h, with 9.6 h of recorded interviews and 20.2 h of informal conversations.

Additional data sources were detailed field notes that document observations from regular onsite visits during the research period – six separate visits in total, covering 28.8 h of observations in the field; examples are observations of strategy workshops, working sessions, or team meetings of the DTU. Also, in line with the principle of contextualization (Klein and Myers, 1999), we collected several types of archival data for this study (132 documents in total). First, we gathered internal data (56 documents) that was voluntarily provided by AssetCo. These data included presentations and internal communications dealing with the content, process and context of the DTS. Second, we collected publicly available data (76 documents), such as annual reports, company presentations, official press releases and media reports. Internal archival data covers all relevant phases of AssetCo’s DTS formulation and implementation between 2015 and 2017. The public data covers a period from 2010 to 2017. Table 2 provides an overview of the collected data.

3.3. Data analysis

Our data analysis process followed the guidelines proposed by Cohen et al. (2000) and reflected the hermeneutic orientation of our epistemology. The data analysis process was non-linear and emergent (Walsham, 1995) and, for this reason, comprised a
narrative analysis of our case (Myers, 2013) that informed the coding of the data and vice versa.

The detailed case narrative documents how AssetCo’s DTS developed over time. Structuring DTS formulation and implementation as a narrative in chronological fashion makes intuitive sense, since it shows how one event led to another or at least created the conditions for another. As a guidance for the narrative analysis, we used the context-process-content framework for transformational research proposed by Pettigrew (1987, 2012) in the sense of an analysis tool, as seen in other recent studies in the field of strategizing (e.g., Concannon and Nordberg, 2018). Building on contextualism allowed us to trace the dynamic interlinking of the DTS contents, the DTS formulation and implementation process, and the external and internal context of the organization. During the initial narrative analysis, we relied extensively on the collected archival data. Later, we refined the narrative by incorporating quotes and insights from observations and personal interactions. On this basis, we were able to identify and describe seven main phases of DTS formulation and implementation at AssetCo. We asked the HDT to review our narrative, who said that our description of the seven phases was accurate.

In parallel to the narrative analysis, we coded transcripts, memos, and field notes using the qualitative data analysis software package ATLAS.ti. The coding relied on a consensual approach between the field researcher and a second, independent researcher; obvious differences and coding scheme refinements therefore were discussed and resolved bilaterally. Using thematic analysis, we analyzed our data for tentative, descriptive concepts that were derived inductively. We sought to link tentative concepts to sub-ordinate and overarching themes that were also descriptive in nature. During this step, we iterated between the empirical data, theoretical conceptions from (IS) strategizing literature, and insights from the initial narrative analysis – especially regarding the seven main phases. Overall, we came up with more than 80 concepts that were grouped into four main themes: organizational contexts, episodes of digital strategy making, DTS practices, and realized DTS. Table 3 provides selected coding examples for the main theme DTS practices.

At a final stage of the data analysis process, we created several network illustrations of the derived themes and concepts. We identified the contours of an integrated process/activity model characterizing DTS formulation and implementation (the final version is shown in Section 5).

4. Case description

In this section, we first of all specify AssetCo’s internal and external context during the research period. Next, we summarize the interplay of the content, context, and process during AssetCo’s DTS formulation and implementation based on seven main phases that we observed.

4.1. General context of AssetCo

4.1.1. External context

Since AssetCo operates several lines of business (divisions) with respect to tangible asset investments, it has a variety of competitors in the financial services sector. However, AssetCo is regarded as one of the largest players in Europe in this specific area of the financial services sector, particularly real estate investments in urban areas. Between 2015 and 2017, the real estate sector in this region was perceived as a booming market characterized by sharply increasing demand and rising prices with a low interest rate environment.

Unlike other pre-digital organizations belonging to traditional industries, AssetCo was not experiencing any pressure for digital transformation from its shareholders nor from customers or competitors. Although a digital financial and real estate start-up industry was establishing itself under the labels of “FinTech” and “PropTech” (referring to “Financial Technology” and “Property Technology” respectively), these born-digital organizations and their technological approaches were not perceived as a disruptive threat to AssetCo’s core business.

Despite the lack of pressure for change, AssetCo was the first mover in the industry with regards to starting the process of digital
transformation. AssetCo’s digital transformation intentions had a positive impact on its public image. The digital transformation aspirations as well as its publicly announced decision in 2016 to appoint a HDT also attracted much attention from industry representatives and the business media. AssetCo now started to be seen as one of the most innovative organizations within the industry. The organization profited from this innovative image, since property development companies increasingly sought to cooperate exclusively with AssetCo for selected real estate investment projects.

4.1.2. Internal context

The current Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of AssetCo was appointed in 2013, after serving as the organization’s Chief Financial Officer (CFO). One of his early decisions was to sharpen the profile of the organization in internal and external communication by characterizing AssetCo as an “asset manager”. Just a few years later, in 2016, AssetCo set itself the objective of becoming the “first digital asset manager” in the industry due to the visionary leadership of the CEO. The CEO was and still is today the main driver of AssetCo’s digital transformation.

Although 2015 and 2016 were the most successful business years in the history of the organization – and hence there was no pressure to embark on a DTS, since the organization was in a very comfortable financial position – the CEO decided to initiate AssetCo’s digital transformation. He saw the purpose of digital transformation as helping to ensure the organization’s future viability:

“In 2016, we had the most successful business year in our 45-year old company history. In times of success, when the business is buzzing, it is really difficult to trigger change processes and to induce willingness to change among employees, since everybody is under the impression of success. And that’s the point: being successful is already difficult, remaining successful is even more difficult. So, the question is, how we remain as successful as in 2016. Digital transformation is part of my answer.”

From a cultural and a political perspective, AssetCo likes to be perceived as a “friendly” organization that relies on a cooperative leadership style (instead of a hierarchical one, from which top management wants to move away). A common and unwritten rule imposed by BankGroup is that no negative pictures or threats are outlined in internal communication addressing employees. For this reason, AssetCo’s top management decided to communicate its digital transformation as “surfing the digital wave” instead of “getting ahead of the digital tsunami”. Despite this positive approach, not all those in management shared the mindset of the CEO. Some were reluctant to change, believing that the organization lacked digital competencies and skills. One unique feature of AssetCo’s political situation is the strong and distinct role of its works council (an elected committee representing the interests of the employees). By law, this council has to be consulted in various matters and is able to block management decisions.

Prior to AssetCo’s digital transformation efforts, the organization had little experience with digital innovation. This low experience level in digital innovation was primarily due to IT not being perceived as a core competency of AssetCo. Instead, as one might expect with a financial services organization, the use of IT is strictly regulated and, therefore, AssetCo has a highly security-oriented IT department that is mostly focused on keeping IT operations running. The IT department lacks both the competencies and the willingness to drive any form of digital innovation. For example, the Head of IT is perceived internally as a “cautious IT administrator”, who tends to obstruct innovative activities. As the Head of Marketing and Direct Sales commented: “The perspective of the IT department on changes or possible extensions had always been: ‘Do they stress our systems? Which risks are associated with it? Do we want to open another interface and to increase system complexity?’” This means that, even in 2017, most employees were not equipped with smartphones, WiFi access was not available on AssetCo’s premises, and web browser access while surfing the Internet was restricted – all due to security concerns.

![Fig. 1. Main phases of AssetCo’s digital transformation strategy formulation and implementation.](image-url)
4.2. Digital transformation strategy formulation and implementation at AssetCo

The interplay of the content, context, and process during DTS formulation and implementation at AssetCo can be summarized in seven main phases, which took place between 2015 and 2017 (see Fig. 1).

4.2.1. Phase 0: recognizing the need for digital transformation (Mid-2015 – November 2015)

In mid-2015 AssetCo found itself having difficulties with its only sales channel for real estate fund shares targeting private customers. Sales through its business-to-business (B2B) distribution channel via BankGroup were declining and the Head of Marketing realized that the channel might come under more pressure due to forthcoming changes in legislation. He brought up his concerns in a variety of management meetings and in person with the CEO. As a solution, the Head of Marketing proposed that AssetCo should consider establishing a direct sales approach for real estate fund shares through digital channels, primarily via web and mobile. By having digitally-enabled direct sales and therefore creating a direct interface to private customers based on a business-to-customer (B2C) distribution model, the Head of Marketing thought this would address the two problems mentioned above. Moreover, he regarded this as important given changing customer behavior in terms of almost permanent Internet connectivity and increasing smartphone usage. From his perspective, recent technological developments offered an excellent opportunity to improve and intensify customer relationships.

Having bought this argument, the CEO assigned a project leader to drive the project. The project progressed so quickly that by the second half of 2015 the first direct sales offer went live on AssetCo’s website. Although the project had been scoped as being concerned with direct sales only, the discussions surrounding this first project triggered a whole chain of additional considerations within the organization. These considerations addressed the state and the flexibility of AssetCo’s IT infrastructure (which showed many shortcomings at that time), a possible cooperation with external IT service providers, and also the need for new working styles in a digital environment. Hence, this first project raised awareness of the possible need for a holistic digital transformation.

4.2.2. Phase 1: setting the stage (December 2015–August 2016)

In December 2015, the first of a crucial series of events took place. During a two-day workshop initiated by the Head of Marketing, AssetCo’s top and division management discussed and debated the strategic agenda for 2016. Given the progress of the direct sales project, the strategic agenda for the upcoming year had two focus areas: “digital transformation” and “generation of new business / new products”. The CEO communicated this new agenda to all employees via email just before Christmas. He outlined four key guidelines with respect to AssetCo’s digital transformation for 2016:

- Increasing customer benefits based on a consequent linking of online and offline
- End-to-end view on all processes, interfaces, and business models
- Extension and enhancements of the existing technical infrastructure and platforms to ensure the future readiness
- Stringent digitization of business and service processes within a project-based approach

Between December 2015 and January 2016, a parallel development arose. AssetCo’s leasing department was contacted by another subsidiary of BankGroup that is focused on banking services for the mid-sized industry sector. This subsidiary had identified a market potential for pay-per-use leasing offers for mobile assets, such as construction machines, and was looking for a partner within BankGroup that could realize a platform solution. Since AssetCo’s leasing department had already been pursuing an implementation project for a new customer portal, it therefore considered extending the scope of the existing project. However, the department was lacking advanced platform knowledge and an appropriate external IT service provider, wherefore it sought advice from the project leader in charge of direct sales activities.

This project leader now began to think that AssetCo needed a digital service provider for a series of digital innovation projects across the organization. Hence, during a board workshop in March 2016, he proposed that AssetCo should contract a digital service provider for realizing the organization’s strategic agenda. The board approved his suggestion.

In April 2016, two additional workshops for management took place. During the first workshop, the Head of Marketing (now called the Head of Marketing and Direct Sales) discussed AssetCo’s digital transformation status. The project leader of direct sales activities then referred to the strategic agenda 2016, and argued in his presentation that instead of taking a “project-based approach”, a “strategy” for digital transformation would be required. In order to realize such a DTS, a dedicated DTU would be needed soon. This DTU would operate separately and autonomously from the IT department, have its own staff, and acts as a think tank as well as an internal service unit for the organization. The CEO agreed with this recommendation. The CEO explained his general idea for the DTU as follows:

“Meanwhile, I had observed that many organizations tended to create new forms like a ‘garage’ or ‘campus’, outside of the line organization and in a cross-functional setting. I liked this idea in the market, so I said, ‘that’s something I want to have, too’. The idea was to have a unit that is fresh and explicitly open-minded, and with people who always appreciate new ideas and not directly search for possible obstacles.”

During a second workshop in April 2016, the establishment of the DTU was approved. Management also decided to establish a digital transformation board for AssetCo with a broad range of representatives from various divisions and functions. From a political perspective, the CEO also intended to use this workshop for assessing the attitude of the division managers – by identifying those who seek to actively contribute to AssetCo’s digital transformation, and those who were mainly interested in protecting their own interests and objectives.
Between June and August 2016, the overall vision and setup of the DTU (e.g. staff composition, facilities, budget), along with the priority projects were discussed and defined. These discussions took place between the CEO, the Chief Operating Officer (COO), the digital transformation board and with the works council. The DTU was officially established in August and the COO became its official sponsor, since he generally oversaw all temporary projects at AssetCo.

Somewhat paradoxically, however, the CEO decided to take responsibility for AssetCo's digital transformation (without any form of “democratization”). Therefore, in September 2016, he recruited a former top manager from the video gaming industry as HDT. The HDT reported directly to the CEO with duties comparable to those of a Chief Digital Officer (CDO) (Singh and Hess, 2017; Tumbas et al., 2017b). The HDT would lead the DTU, serve as the “minister of foreign affairs” (in charge of externally and internally representing the DTU), and be required “to push things forward within our regular corporate structure” (interview with the CEO). Meanwhile, the former project leader of direct sales activities took the role of “minister of internal affairs” (in charge of all internal matters that require knowledge of AssetCo’s organization). The DTU acquired six employees that were mostly delegated from other departments.

**4.2.3. Phase 2: initially formulating the DTS (September 2016–February 2017)**

With the appointment of the HDT, the DTU effectively started its work. The first task of the DTU was to formulate a DTS. In October 2016, the DTU drafted a target picture for discussion that followed the CEO’s vision of becoming the “first digital asset manager”. This initial target picture had four main strategic priorities (customer excitement, data usage, process automation, creation of new business models) and two enabler areas (digital competency and flexible IT infrastructure). The team also drafted a procedure model for a new and revolutionary digital innovation process based on an idea funnel that was supposed to boost digital innovation at AssetCo. However, after several internal workshops (with initial assessments of AssetCo’s digital maturity) and exchanges with various digital transformation experts, it became obvious that the first draft of the DTS required more elaboration. The planned focus on process automation turned out to be a politically loaded and old-fashioned topic that had been pursued at AssetCo for several years, whereas a digital product and service focus (including underlying business models) seemed to be a more reasonable and
contemporary approach. Therefore, the DTU came up with a second draft of the target picture in December. During this time, the DTU also worked on several topics related to employees' attitude towards digital transformation and AssetCo's culture. To achieve these goals, the DTU made use of a variety of communication measures, including mailings, arranging fireside chats, leading workshops and preparing a short video. The video compared AssetCo to a “surfer riding the digital wave”, which became the leitmotif for the overall DTS.

By February 2017 a target picture representing the new DTS presentation was finalized (see Fig. 2). The DTS is divided into two parts (strategic direction and resources), comprising six priorities. The overall strategic direction of AssetCo's digital transformation is to excite its customers and hence is customer-centric. It is based on the realization of new, digital products and services, and the digitization of existing products and services. To fulfill these strategic objectives, AssetCo requires diverse resources that build on the organization's digital competence (referring to a broad skillset associated with the digital economy and digital innovation, such as a deep understanding of new technological trends and their possible business impacts). The internal perspective with respect to necessary resources relies on the increased flexibility of the IT infrastructure and extensive data usage in terms of big data, which are both regarded as central digital transformation enablers.

This target picture of the DTS was complemented by two building blocks: a top-down building block for the digitization of existing products and services (guided by top management for digitally transforming AssetCo’s main lines of business), and a bottom-up building block for realizing new, digital products and services (by actively pulling digital innovation from the organization, but also by collaborating with PropTech start-ups). Also, the DTS contained several cultural and political guidelines, concerning the need to take a customer-centric thinking, to work agile and flexibly, collaboratively and interdisciplinary, as well as be open-minded and creative – following the “fail fast, fail early” principle. The DTS stressed the need for digital transformation to be holistic, constituted by the realization of projects and initiatives in all six priorities.

Both building blocks of the DTS are shown in Fig. 3. The main idea of the top-down building block is to develop a digital roadmap by deriving digital innovation projects for AssetCo’s main lines of business in accordance with top management. These projects will then be realized with a customer-orientation and based on the agile development of a minimum viable product (MVP), which will be incrementally extended and improved. The bottom-up building block is based on an extensive digital innovation process relying on an idea funnel, inspired by proven, agile procedures from the start-up industry, such as idea pitching or rapid prototyping. The approach is as follows: ideas for new digital products and services are collected throughout the year. The DTU reviews all submitted ideas in order to identify potential overlaps or misfits, and provides the submitters with an overall evaluation. The submitters of those ideas that are short listed then need to create a pitch deck including a rough outline for a business model for a first proposal (with support from the DTU). This proposal needs to be presented in front of a permanent judging panel (consisting of various top managers, including the CEO, the COO, the HDT, and the Head of IT). This proposal pitch is called Gate 1. The best submitters then work on a
rapid prototype in collaboration with AssetCo's digital service provider using agile methods, but also might be obliged to perform additional business analyses (e.g. compiling market overviews). This “proof of concept” then needs to be presented a second time in front of an extended judging panel (called Gate 2). If the concept is approved, it receives a dedicated budget for realizing a MVP and becomes an agile project. Eventually, the agile project might be handed over to a sponsoring division or function from AssetCo’s line organization which embeds it into a real business context.

4.2.4. Phase 3: preparing for DTS implementation (December 2016–March 2017)

Although an initial DTS was now formulated, internal alignment and decision-making processes were fairly slow. Hence, the DTU decided to parallelize formulation and implementation activities. The HDT explained the DTU’s decision to increase the overall pace: “In the next months, we have to move away from the ‘we are talking about digital transformation’ level to the ‘we are pursuing and realizing digital transformation’ level.” So, the HDT actively sought to establish an agile working mode for the DTU as well as to create organizational structures that would support DTS implementation during the next year. In this context, the CEO agreed with the HDT’s recommendation that AssetCo’s digital transformation efforts should be part of divisional managers’ target agreements, meaning that they are instructed by top management to support the DTU’s activities and be required to allocate a certain amount of their time for this purpose. The CEO also agreed with the HDT’s recommendation to dissolve the digital transformation board, which increasingly had proven itself to be an obstacle during the previous months. Instead, the DTU decided with top management support to participate in an external PropTech start-up accelerator program, which opened up the opportunity to identify possible investment opportunities in the future. In January, the DTU’s team came up with the idea of realizing and launching an internal communication campaign for AssetCo’s digital transformation. The campaign was planned to kick-off and advertise the digital innovation process by the beginning of March 2017.

During January 2017, however, a surprising development arose that would have a large impact on the DTU’s work and the overall political situation. It was internally announced that, as of 1st March 2017, AssetCo would appoint a new board member in charge of human resources (HR) and transformation (duties that previously belonged to the CEO) by promoting a former HR manager. This decision was surprising, since now a third board member (besides the CEO and the COO) would become responsible for parts of AssetCo’s digital transformation. The DTU feared that this new appointment had the potential to increase political tensions around the DTS.

The DTU’s fears were quickly realized. In February, a workshop on AssetCo’s DTS with top management took place. The main objective of this workshop was to review and approve the final DTS draft. Although the final draft was approved, the designated board member soon to be in charge of HR and transformation raised concerns regarding the start of the digital innovation process and the related communication campaign. The HR manager commented that the organization was being overstrained with the activities of the DTU. She also said that the organization was unable to support managers quickly enough with an understanding of the desired leadership style. She proposed that the DTU should wait for another three or four months before starting the digital innovation process and the related communication campaign.

More political tensions now began to surface. Several managers approached top management directly to propose their own ideas regarding AssetCo’s digital transformation. These managers sought to bypass the DTU, since they felt disadvantaged by the special role of the DTU. For example, the Head of IT proposed his own strategic approach that was supposed to complement AssetCo’s DTS – but without informing or involving the DTU. His strategic plan outlined several initiatives, such as the creation of a digitally-enabled future workplace for AssetCo’s employees or the introduction of WiFi across AssetCo’s premises. According to the HDT, the IT department “had a vision of doing it on their own.” There were also conflicts with the HR and communications department, which started to do information hiding and to not include the DTU in some digital transformation related discussions.

As a response to these increased tensions, top management decided in March 2017 to create a revised digital transformation board with participants representing the three key stakeholders, i.e. the DTU (which now officially was under the responsibility of the CEO), the IT department (under the COO), and the HR and communications department (under the new board member). This new board was tasked with resolving the current political tensions and ensuring a continuous alignment between these key stakeholders during the implementation of AssetCo’s DTS.

4.2.5. Phase 4: starting DTS implementation (March 2017–June 2017)

A large workshop about AssetCo’s DTS took place in March 2017 with top, division, and middle management (around 75 participants) in attendance. This workshop went well and no further concerns were articulated about the DTS. The DTU decided to start the digital innovation process soon, despite the concerns brought up by the new board member. Hence, the communication campaign began at the end of March and continued for the next few months. The campaign included mailings to all employees, intranet postings including a series of videos, a variety of manuals, posters and idea submission sheets distributed throughout the organization. In addition, the DTU offered a series of “enabling” workshops on the digital innovation process and on selected digital technologies.

One month after the launch of the campaign, around 100 ideas had been submitted by AssetCo’s employees, growing to almost 150 ideas by the end of June 2017. However, only six proposals were pitched in front of the judging panel during three Gate 1 meetings (the proposal pitch stage). Of these six proposals, four ideas were approved to the concept stage. According to the HDT, the judging panel tended to be too appreciative of the presented proposals and, therefore, to be less strict compared with the actual requirements specified by the DTS bottom-up building block. He commented:
“Top management was highly enthusiastic and wanted to give everybody a chance. However, this does not comply with our original idea of having a funnel that purposely eliminates ideas that do not fit well. This behavior doesn’t make our life in the DTU much easier – although I still do not want to complain about the situation that we currently have to initiate more projects than we actually could handle.”

Overall, the outcome of the digital innovation process was perceived to be positive, both by top management and participating employees. The process had unveiled a large potential for digital innovation within the organization that had not previously been expected. As AssetCo’s CEO explained:

“I really have to say that I am very enthusiastic regarding the first outcomes of the digital innovation process. I thought that we would mostly receive ideas that are less innovative and helpful to us. But the employees really came up with great ideas about how our organization can become an even better partner for our customers. So, therefore, I think the ground here at AssetCo is very fertile for such a format.”

The participating employees were also enthusiastic about the process. One participant commented that the discussions with the judging panel were open, respectful and constructive, unlike previously when top management tended to be problem-oriented from the very beginning, identifying potential shortcomings. This participant was very positive about the possibility of directly presenting his ideas in front of top management. In the past, his experience had been that senior managers took ideas from their lower-level employees and claimed these as their own.

We can see, then, that AssetCo was experiencing the beginning of a cultural change during Phase 4. Top management was now directly approachable through the digital innovation process, valuing the best ideas independently of where they came from within the hierarchy, and accepting open, constructive discussions while allowing for possible project failures.

4.2.6. Phase 5: finding a working mode (May 2017–July 2017)

In order to properly establish the digital transformation board, another workshop was held in May to clarify digital transformation governance. The outcome of this workshop was clear task and role descriptions for the three involved parties (the DTU, the IT department, and the HR and communications department), and an overall time schedule for the digital transformation board.

While the implementation of the bottom-up building block seemed to be on track, there was little progress with the implementation of the top-down building block. Therefore, between May and June 2017, the DTU developed and proposed a digital roadmap. However, top management declined to approve the roadmap, saying that they wanted to wait for the strategic insights from a corporate strategy project on the future of asset management. Until the results of this project were available, the DTU’s activities to define a digital roadmap needed to be paused. Consequently, the DTU was unable to make progress on the top-down building block of the DTS.

Meanwhile, due to internal reorganization plans by AssetCo’s top management, the HDT was told that the DTU and the department in charge of direct sales were planned to merge. Just two months later, however, in July 2017, top management decided to cancel the plan for a merger of the DTU and the direct sales unit.

Overall, it seemed that AssetCo was still in the middle of finding a working mode for digital transformation. This phase was frustrating for the HDT, since he was distracted from the task of digital transformation by having to discuss details of the digital roadmap, the reorganization and other politically loaded matters with a variety of stakeholders. He commented:

“On a daily basis, I basically sat down together with all three involved board members to have discussions, and to eventually come up with the result: we are not going to change anything. This was no fun situation for us.”

In retrospect, however, the HDT acknowledged that this difficult phase was necessary for alignment between the key stakeholders of AssetCo’s digital transformation activities, even though it took much longer than expected.

4.2.7. Phase 6: enhancing the DTS (August 2017–October 2017)

The work on the digital innovation process was making progress and the first prototypes were under development for a concept pitch at the first Gate 2 meeting. Meanwhile, the DTU had gained several insights and recognized the need for further elaborating on the DTS bottom-up building block. Hence, a change to the bottom-up building block was the inclusion of exit options for each gate, since some ideas might be waived. Additionally, an indefinite number of concept pitch gates were included into the digital innovation process, since several iterations might be required before an agile project could be handed over to the line organization. Another change to the DTS bottom-up building block was the extension of the methodological approach comprising three idea sources for the digital innovation process: (1) targeted (internal) innovation based on closed workshops with selected participants; (2) external innovation through PropTech start-up investments; and (3) open (internal) innovation through workshops.

Another attempt was now made to develop a digital roadmap in order to make progress with the top-down building block of the DTS. In August 2017, therefore, the digital transformation board developed a work plan outlining several top-down driven projects for the following year. However, this plan also began to stall due to difficulties in achieving internal consensus. In reaction, during a large management workshop that was held in September 2017, both the CEO and the HDT tried to sharpen the internal understanding of the DTS. The CEO asked all attending managers to take the initiative by coming up with their own ideas for fulfilling the strategic direction of the DTS.
After the first months of DTS implementation, the DTU’s team increasingly realized that it was a very difficult undertaking to drive the top-down building block of the DTS. Hence, from the DTU’s perspective, the bottom-up building block of the DTS turned out to be the more promising part of the DTS – since it was obviously better understood by the employees. The board member in charge of HR and transformation agreed with this observation:

“On the one side, we need the systematic top-down procedure by top management. On the other side, we need the people that are at the basis of our organization, deeply involved in the processes, and, especially, close to the customer – they see and understand things totally different than top management… Therefore, I believe that top-down / bottom-up is the perfect combination for our DTS.”

In September 2017, the DTU celebrated its first anniversary. The interim feedback from the CEO was highly positive, since the achievements of the DTU had met his expectations. The announcement to appoint a HDT as well as to create a DTU had a positive impact on AssetCo’s perception in the market. The board member in charge of HR and transformation also seemed to be satisfied with the working mode that AssetCo had now established. She commented:

“We are on a very good way, but it really costs us lots of effort. I also believe that this is just new territory for all of us. The HDT comes from a very different culture and I had first to learn … how he thinks, and the same applies for him. I also had the fear of being the dinosaur in the whole event… When I suddenly joined the digital transformation activities due to my very recent appointment in March, I had the impression that something is wrong, and that there are a lot of tensions and decisions that weren’t taken. Therefore, I considered ways on how to find a proper setup… I really wanted it to be successful… Now, I think we have found a good basis.”

In October 2017, AssetCo’s CEO announced that he had signed a contract extension for additional five years. In an email to all employees, the CEO mentioned that AssetCo’s digital transformation would remain one of his priorities. Given that “…we don’t know how the world will look like in the future”, he said that AssetCo’s digital transformation would be a “marathon” with no definitive end.

5. Theorizing an integrated process/activity model

In this paper we have sought to better understand how pre-digital organizations deal with the challenge of formulating and implementing a DTS. We have seen that the processes and related strategizing activities at AssetCo turned out to be highly dynamic. For example, the HDT and the DTU’s team intentionally decided to parallelize activities due to the slow internal alignment and decision-making processes during initial DTS formulation, and also incrementally incorporated learnings into the DTS at later stages. While our findings confirm the relevance of the emergent strategy for explaining outcomes of IS-related strategy processes as unveiled in other recent studies (e.g., Henfridsson and Lind, 2014; Nolan, 2012; Yeow et al., 2018), we also find that digital strategy making has various particularities. We discovered that DTS is a “moving target” that seems to be continuously in the making, with no foreseeable end. As a result of our interpretive case study research at AssetCo, we therefore theorize an integrated process/activity model that characterizes DTS formulation and implementation in pre-digital organizations.

In line with the idea that a context-specific mechanism leads to a certain outcome (Pawson and Tilley, 1997), we argue that the realized DTS is the (mental) outcome of a highly dynamic process that comprises an indefinite number of recurring episodes of digital strategy making. The realized DTS is the output of the episodes in the past and the input to those in the present, similar to an ongoing feedback loop. This illustrates one aspect of structuration theory, i.e. that human agents draw on social structures in their actions, and at the same time these actions serve to produce and reproduce social structure (Jones and Karsten, 2008). Thus, we depict the realized DTS as an emerging strategy where human agents engage in episodes of digital strategy making, but these episodes are under steady influences from external and internal contexts of the organization and might also have back couplings on these organizational contexts.

Further, actors involved in these episodes of digital strategy making rely on specific DTS practices for this purpose. In the following, we describe the integrated process/activity model and its elements in more detail (see Fig. 4).
Overall, during episodes of digital strategy making, we saw that involved actors not only relied on DTS practices (arrow d.), but also networking meetings. Here, involved actors had freedom in making sense of what AssetCo's DTS means for them (Mantere, 2005). Making that are open and creative) were therefore mostly seen within predefined settings, such as cross-functional discussions or implementation into executable and controllable steps (Jarzabkowski, 2004). Adaptive approaches (i.e. approaches to strategy orientation (since they were somewhat recurrent, habitual, and routinized) and were supposed to break down DTS formulation and organizational practices (e.g. best practices from born-digital organizations). Thus, almost all DTS practices had a recursive or-micro-practices built on prevailing practices at AssetCo (e.g. regular meetings or strategy workshops), but also on proven extra-implementation activities, and which were mostly compiled and harnessed by top management and the DTU team (arrow c.). These service providers).

across the organization (i.e. almost all management levels and functions), but also can be extra-organizational (e.g. consultants and
in other industries and the desire for AssetCo to be seen as a leader within the financial services industry. The process of digital transformation thus reflects a duality of reflexive individual actors on the one hand, with their actions taking place, on the other, within a particular social context and industry structure. Structure and agency were mutually constitutive (Jones and Karsten, 2008).

In terms of structuration theory, we see that the social actors at AssetCo were highly knowledgeable about what they did, even though they were not sure of the eventual outcome. Also, the CEO's actions were driven by the wider context of digital transformation in other industries and the desire for AssetCo to be seen as a leader within the financial services industry. The process of digital strategy making thus reflects a duality of reflexive individual actors on the one hand, with their actions taking place, on the other, within a particular social context and industry structure. Structure and agency were mutually constitutive (Jones and Karsten, 2008).

\section{5.1. Organizational contexts}

Influences from organizational contexts (i.e. the internal and the external contexts of the organization) trigger and continuously drive digital strategy making (see arrow a. in Fig. 4). At AssetCo, the impression that other pre-digital industries were more advanced in digital transformation, and especially those that are born-digital, strongly influenced the CEO’s vision for AssetCo to become the “first digital asset manager” in the financial services industry. He decided to create the HDT role and a separated DTU, as well as the contents of the DTS and its implementation building blocks. While AssetCo did not actually experience any form of external pressure to initiate digital transformation (Hess et al., 2016; Lucas and Goh, 2009), AssetCo's CEO decided to embark on a DTS so as to gain first mover advantage in the industry. The CEO wanted to pursue digital transformation in order to ensure the organization’s future viability and to protect its competitive position – by making use of the financially comfortable position that AssetCo had acquired due to a booming real estate market in the meantime.

We found that digital strategy making has continuous back couplings on organizational contexts as well (arrow b.) (Pettigrew, 1987). For instance, in the case of AssetCo, we saw that the organization quickly profited from an innovative image within its industry owing to its digital transformation intentions. Top management regarded this positive public perception as a confirmation of the decision to formulate and implement a DTS – which reinforced top-down transformational efforts (arrow a.).

In terms of structuration theory, we see that the social actors at AssetCo were highly knowledgeable about what they did, even though they were not sure of the eventual outcome. Also, the CEO's actions were driven by the wider context of digital transformation in other industries and the desire for AssetCo to be seen as a leader within the financial services industry. The process of digital strategy making thus reflects a duality of reflexive individual actors on the one hand, with their actions taking place, on the other, within a particular social context and industry structure. Structure and agency were mutually constitutive (Jones and Karsten, 2008).

\section{5.2. Episodes of digital strategy making}

Episodes of digital strategy making are at the center of our model and represent the activity perspective. These episodes comprise deliberate strategizing activities addressing digital transformation by involved actors (Burgelman et al., 2018). In our case study we saw that digital strategy making turned out to be a learning process for AssetCo. Therefore, DTS formulation and implementation activities were alternating or even took place in parallel. Accordingly, in our model, we depict episodes of digital strategy making as recurring, indefinite in their number, and varying in their duration. The actors involved in digital strategy making can be spread across the organization (i.e. almost all management levels and functions), but also can be extra-organizational (e.g. consultants and service providers).

According to Whittington (2006, p. 626), “... effective praxis relies heavily on practitioners' capacity to access and deploy prevailing strategy practices.” At AssetCo, we identified a set of DTS practices (see Table 4) that facilitated DTS formulation and implementation activities, and which were mostly compiled and harnessed by top management and the DTU team (arrow c.). These micro-practices built on prevailing practices at AssetCo (e.g. regular meetings or strategy workshops), but also on proven extra-organizational practices (e.g. best practices from born-digital organizations). Thus, almost all DTS practices had a recursive orientation (since they were somewhat recurrent, habitual, and routinized) and were supposed to break down DTS formulation and implementation into executable and controllable steps (Jarzabkowski, 2004). Adaptive approaches (i.e. approaches to strategy making that are open and creative) were therefore mostly seen within predefined settings, such as cross-functional discussions or networking meetings. Here, involved actors had freedom in making sense of what AssetCo's DTS means for them (Mantere, 2005). Overall, during episodes of digital strategy making, we saw that involved actors not only relied on DTS practices (arrow d.), but also

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Explanation and Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting up digital transformation governance structures</td>
<td>Specific digital transformation governance structures (HDT, DTU, digital transformation board, and a judging panel) created to steer and execute digital transformation efforts under the direct responsibility of the CEO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting regularly across functional boundaries and holding workshops involving multiple organizational levels</td>
<td>Regular meeting formats for internal alignment and decision making with representatives from the DTU, IT, HR and top management as well as ad-hoc meetings and management workshops including top management, divisional management, middle management and in some cases lower-level employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlining and communicating the DTS, using a variety of media and channels</td>
<td>Presentation outlining the DTS based on a leitmotif, a target picture, and two building blocks for implementation, as well as a variety of communications measures including a communications campaign using intranet postings of videos and manuals, mailings to all employees, distribution of posters or physical idea submission sheets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working business and customer-centric as well as agile and innovation-oriented</td>
<td>Business and customer-centric efforts, project management of the DTU inspired by agile and innovation methods, and the digital innovation process relying on procedures from the start-up industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking, collaborating, and exchanging knowledge on digital transformation</td>
<td>Networking and collaborating with digital transformation experts, consultants, (digital) service providers, PropTech start-ups, as well as managers from key competitors with digital transformation responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
further refined or enhanced these (arrow c.).

Yet, not all episodes shape the realized DTS in an intended fashion (Burgelman et al., 2018). At AssetCo, we saw that effective praxis within several episodes of digital strategy making was hindered due to slow decision making and internal political tensions (Lee and Myers, 2004; Marabelli and Galliers, 2017). This observation especially applies to the progress of top-down strategizing activities and the related building block of the DTS. Instead, episodes of bottom-up strategizing as part of the digital innovation process turned out to be more effective in driving AssetCo’s digital transformation. Bottom-up strategizing also fostered and enabled the cultural transformation that was required, contributing to changing the prevailing styles of leadership and working.

From the perspective of structuration theory, this illustrates the point that, even though the social actors were highly knowledgeable (as mentioned above), sometimes there were unintended consequences of their actions (Jones and Karsten, 2008). Also, all people, including those employees further down the reporting line, are highly knowledgeable actors. Fortunately, top management realized soon enough that an organization-wide cultural transformation could not be imposed from above, but rather, all employees had to actively and reflexively embrace change.

5.3. Realized digital transformation strategy

The realized DTS is the overall process outcome of DTS formulation and implementation (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985). In our model, the realized DTS represents a mental snapshot of what the organization has achieved in terms of digital strategy making at a certain point in time. Not only is it the output of digital strategy making (arrow e.), the realized DTS also serves as the input (arrow f.) for future strategizing activities. Therefore, the realized DTS is continuously extended and the overall strategy process can be compared to an ongoing feedback loop (interplay of arrows e. and f.). In our case study we showed that it was only through this process that AssetCo learnt that it needs to iteratively elaborate on the fundamentals of the DTS. From a theoretical perspective, the described feedback loop underlines that the realized DTS represents a socially accomplished structure that is reproduced through social action, i.e. digital strategy making relying on distinct DTS practices (Giddens, 1984).

At AssetCo, the initially formulated DTS consisted of a target picture and two building blocks, and had an emphasis on methodology but did not specify tangible strategic initiatives to be pursued. AssetCo’s top management chose to adopt an organization-wide approach to implementing and enhancing the DTS by simultaneously embracing top-down and bottom-up strategizing activities. These activities led to the realized DTS at later stages, based on the outcomes of the digital innovation process. Mintzberg (1987) calls this approach to strategy formation “deliberately emergent”, meaning that top management focuses solely on broad guidelines, but leaves the specifics to others in the organization. Thus, in the case of AssetCo, the DTS is supposed to emerge “en route” based on the guidelines given by the two DTS building blocks. This approach also has overlaps with the recent idea of pursuing an “open strategy” approach (Morton et al., 2017; Tavakoli et al., 2017).

We can see, therefore, as structuration theory would suggest, that the realized DTS was a product of highly knowledgeable agents, but at a certain point in time it represented the new social structure – the rules and resources enabling new business processes (Jones and Karsten, 2008). This new social structure then served as the basis for further action (during another episode of digital strategy making), leading to yet another version of the DTS. It would seem that, for pre-digital organizations wanting to implement a DTS, the structural properties of the organization are not stable, but continually in a state of flux.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Digital transformation has become a key concern for many pre-digital organizations, but how a DTS can be developed remains an open question. In this paper, we have provided one answer by showing an example of DTS formulation and implementation at a mid-sized European financial services provider.

6.1. Theoretical contributions

We have proposed an integrated process/activity perspective on DTS development in the context of pre-digital organizations (Bharadwaj et al., 2013; Yeow et al., 2018). Our study has focused on the overall process of strategy making (e.g., Auer and Reponen, 1997; Ciborra, 1991; Hackney and Little, 1999; Waema and Walsham, 1990; Walsham and Han, 1993; Walsham and Waema, 1994) as well as the underlying activity (e.g., Henfridsson and Lind, 2014). We found that the crafting of a DTS is a highly dynamic process involving iterating between learning and doing in terms of digital strategy making.

By building on theory from IS strategizing and strategy-as-practice literature (that was informed by structuration theory), our case study shows how human agents had to continually work at transforming the social structure at AssetCo (the rules and resources) as the DTS developed (Jones and Karsten, 2008; Orlikowski and Robey, 1991). But no sooner was a new episode of digital strategy making completed – thus enabling new business processes – that this same transformation was seen as constraining. Yet another episode of digital strategy making was required. Hence, our case illuminates the actual practice of digital strategy making where a DTS has to be continually reinvented (Peppard et al., 2014; Whittington, 2014). Our study also extends our understanding of micro-practices in the context of IS, and how IS and digital strategies are strategized in practice (Marabelli and Galliers, 2017).

Our findings substantiate the idea that digital strategies have a few distinguishing characteristics from IS strategies (Chen et al., 2010). First, a DTS is business-centric and customer-oriented in its perspective, rather than technology-centric. IT are mostly regarded as an enabling prerequisite in a DTS. Second, almost all parts of the organization are affected by changes resulting from a DTS. Third, a DTS is developed by different stakeholders within the organization (in our case under the direct responsibility of the CEO and with
strong representation from marketing and sales), and might even be crafted “bottom-up” by opening strategy processes up to the entire organization (Tavakoli et al., 2017). Fourth, the development of a DTS requires distinct governance structures, in AssetCo’s case comprising a HDT and a DTU. Fifth, a DTS is never “finished”, but has to be continually reinvented. Overall, these characteristics suggest that a DTS has more wide-ranging implications for the entire organization compared with traditional IS strategies.

Likewise, we find that digital strategy making has particularities that not only represent a break with the conventions of upfront strategic IS planning (Teubner, 2013), but also advances one of the IS strategizing school’s central ideas. Compared to earlier research on IS strategy formulation, a major contribution of IS strategizing has been the argument that (IS) strategy can be equally a deliberate and therefore planned undertaking, yet that it can also emerge on an iterative basis without being formally planned in advance (Chen et al., 2010; Galliers, 2007; Marabelli and Galliers, 2017). While this is now a largely accepted and still valid perspective, digital strategy making stands for a new extreme in this regard, located at the very end of the emergent side of the strategy formation continuum described by Mintzberg and Waters (1985). Our empirical findings and the accordingly theorized integrated process/activity model demonstrate that deliberate intentions might initiate a digital strategy and drive related strategizing episodes, but that from an overall perspective the deliberate is being absorbed by the emergent. This characteristic, again, requires and justifies that researchers must put an emphasis on informal aspects when studying digital strategy making. Therefore, we regard it as both an overall implication and imperative for IS strategizing research in the digital strategy context – or rather digital strategizing research – to achieve a rich understanding of the informal dynamics within organizations to fully capture related strategic outcomes which (paradoxically) represent something increasingly transient in the light of digital transformation.

6.2. Practical implications

This study makes what was previously the vague phenomenon of DTS making tangible by providing a first-hand account of how a pre-digital organization dealt with it in practice. There are several practical implications of our findings. First, our study shows that a DTS is always in the making, with no foreseeable end. It is always a moving target. A DTS needs to be continually revised and reworked by incorporating new learnings and insights from ongoing implementation efforts. This implies that new approaches and practices might be needed for its development. For example, an agile approach building on “trial and error” is better than an analytical upfront planning process.

Second, the development of a DTS requires a mix of top-down and bottom-up strategizing. Although there was strong support from the CEO, we discovered that bottom-up (i.e. informal) strategizing was a more productive source of digital transformation, given that top-down (i.e. formal) strategizing tended to be hindered by politics. In consequence, while digital transformation needs to be envisioned, championed, and guided from the top-down, top management must not be in full control in every respect. Top management needs to allow and indeed encourage emergent bottom-up strategizing activities.

Third, new forms of governance are required for digital transformation. In AssetCo’s case, a DTU was established along with a new HDT position who reported directly to the CEO. In addition, a cross-functional digital transformation board was created and various meeting and workshops were held with representatives from across the business. If a DTS is driven out of silos, the danger is that any digital transformation efforts will be thwarted by internal politics.

Fourth, the IT department cannot necessarily take a leading role in the formulation and implementation of a DTS. Although the IT department is obviously an essential stakeholder, we suggest that it cannot sit in the driver seat of digital transformation, since a DTS is business-oriented, customer-centric and involves the entire organization.

6.3. Limitations and further research

We acknowledge that we have discussed just one case study of a pre-digital organization in this paper, hence our conclusions may not apply to other organizations, especially born-digital ones. However, we believe that the lessons we have learnt may be useful for pre-digital organizations seeking to embark on a DTS. We also acknowledge that, while we have documented the formulation and implementation of AssetCo’s DTS, there is no guarantee that AssetCo will continue to achieve the sought-after digital transformation. Since a DTS is always in the making, by definition the future is uncertain. Therefore, we call for further studies that investigate questions relating to the process, success, risks, and failures of digital transformation. We do not yet know how to evaluate the progress of a digital transformation and whether, if and when the digital transformation of a pre-digital organization can be regarded as being a “success”.

Appendix A

See Table 5.
### Table 5
Application of the seven principles for interpretive field research (adapted from Klein and Myers (1999)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Application of the Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) The Fundamental Principle of the Hermeneutic Circle:</td>
<td>The principle of the hermeneutic cycle is reflected in the way we collected our data by successively requesting additional interview partners and collecting archival data. Also, during our data analysis, we continuously iterated between the empirical data, theoretical conceptions from (IS) strategizing literature, and insights from the initial narrative analysis – especially regarding the seven main phases that represent the “whole” of the DTS formulation and implementation process at AssetCo during the research period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) The Principle of Contextualization:</td>
<td>We collected internal documents and public archival data to establish the organizational context at AssetCo. This helped us to trace the overall timeline and key events of DTS formulation and implementation at AssetCo. We also discussed various contextual aspects with our interviewees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) The Principle of Interaction Between the Researchers and the Subjects:</td>
<td>We have described how we collected and analyzed the data e.g. we discussed our consensual approach to coding between the field researcher and a second researcher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) The Principle of Abstraction and Generalization:</td>
<td>Based on our data analysis process comprising narrative analysis and coding in parallel, we developed a set of abstractions that are linked to both the underlying theoretical background and the empirical findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) The Principle of Dialogical Reasoning:</td>
<td>We critically reflected the theoretical background of the study building on the IS strategizing literature. Our theorizing has continually evolved and involved several cycles of revision to better understand our empirical findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) The Principle of Multiple Interpretations:</td>
<td>We intentionally interviewed a variety of stakeholders from various areas of AssetCo. These people included those directly involved in the DTS process, such as the CEO, HDT and Head of Marketing, and those who were not directly involved in DTS formulation and implementation (such as employees).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) The Principle of Suspicion:</td>
<td>In order to sustain a critical attitude towards the narratives collected from individual interviewees, we continuously crosschecked their interpretations with our archival data, but also the narratives from the other interviewees.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jsis.2018.11.003.
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